THE FAIR CONSIDERATION FRAMEWORK (FCF):
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
1. When will firms have to comply with the new rules? Why do the new rules only
kick in on 1 August 2014?
•

With effect from 1 August 2014, firms submitting new Employment Pass (EP)
applications will have to comply with the advertising requirements.

•

Starting from the last quarter of 2013, MOM will conduct information sessions to
brief employers of the new requirements. In the first quarter of 2014, firms that
will be subject to additional scrutiny will be notified. In mid-2014, the new jobs
bank will be launched. Implementing the FCF in this way will give employers time
to be familiar with the jobs bank before the new requirements come into effect on
1 August 2014.

2. What type of firms may attract additional scrutiny? How will firms know whether
they have been identified by MOM for additional scrutiny?
•

Firms which have room to improve their hiring and career development practices
may be selected for additional scrutiny.
These firms may have a
disproportionately low concentration of Singaporeans at the Professional,
Managerial and Executive (PME) level compared to others in their industry, or
have had repeated complaints of nationality-based hiring practices. Other
government agencies may also refer firms to MOM.

•

MOM or the relevant government agency will notify these selected firms starting
from the first quarter of 2014.

3. Can a firm advertise on other websites (instead of the jobs bank) or other
platforms (e.g. newspapers)? Do firms have to pay a fee to advertise on the jobs
bank?
•

Firms can continue to advertise job vacancies on other platforms and websites, to
extend their outreach to Singaporean job seekers.

•

But if an EP application is needed, firms must advertise on the new jobs bank
before submitting the application to MOM.

•

Advertisements on the new jobs bank will be free-of-charge.

4. If a firm uses a recruitment agency, is an advertisement necessary and who will be
required to advertise on the jobs bank?
•

Firms that use recruitment agencies will still required to meet the advertisement
requirement. The recruitment agency may advertise on behalf of the firm on the
jobs bank.
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5. How is this jobs bank different from WDA’s existing JobsNet?
•

WDA’s existing JobsNet is a simple job advertisement listing website where job
seekers can view job advertisements as part of their job search. However, job
seekers will need to contact relevant employers outside of JobsNet, and they
cannot submit an application for a job through JobsNet.

•

The new jobs bank will introduce additional features that will facilitate the online
job application and hiring process between job seekers and employers. Through
the new jobs bank, employers can advertise jobs and search within a database
of job seekers. Job seekers can create a resume and apply for job, at no cost.

•

The new jobs bank will also be a useful resource for WDA’s career centres at the
Community Development Councils (CDCs), the Employment and Employability
Institute (e2i), and CaliberLink, which provide training advisory and employment
assistance services to local jobseekers.

6. Must the job in the EP application be the same as the job advertised on the new
jobs bank? How will MOM know whether a firm has advertised on the jobs bank
before submitting an EP application?
•

Yes, the job in the EP application must be the same as the one which was
advertised on the new jobs bank.

•

The firm will be required to state the advertisement ID number from the WDA's
jobs bank.

7. If the firm has not advertised on the new jobs bank because it did not intend to
hire foreigners, but subsequently decides to hire a foreigner because it has not
found a suitable Singaporean, must the firm advertise on the new jobs bank before
an EP application can be made ?
•

Yes, the firm must advertise on the new jobs bank for 14 calendar days before it
submits an EP application. This is to ensure that Singaporeans interested in the
job are able to have access to the job information before the firm makes the
hiring decision.

8. Must the job advertisement on the new jobs bank specify Singaporeans only?
•

In accordance with the Tripartite Guidelines on Fair Employment Practices,
employers should avoid specifying any nationality in their job advertisements.
However for employers who are looking only for Singaporeans to fill their job
vacancy, they can indicate as such in their job advertisements.

9. Who will be exempted from the advertising requirement?
•

Exemptions will include:
a) Small firms with 25 or fewer employees; or
b) Jobs which pay a fixed monthly salary of $12,000 and above.
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•

However, if there are complaints that these firms may have nationality-based
unfair hiring practices, they may be subjected to additional scrutiny and have their
work pass privileges curtailed.

10. Why are small firms with 25 or fewer employees exempted from the advertising
requirement?
•

Small firms with 25 or fewer employees are still expected to consider
Singaporeans fairly for jobs. If complaints are received that a firm may have
nationality-based unfair hiring practices, they may be subjected to additional
scrutiny and have their work pass privileges curtailed. However, as a practical
consideration, such small firms are exempted from the advertising requirement.
They employ around 25% of EPs, so the vast majority of new EP applications will
still be covered by the advertising requirement.

11. Why are firms not required to advertise jobs which pay a fixed monthly salary of
$12,000 and above on the jobs bank?
•

Jobs paying less than $12,000 a month cover 95% of the local workforce, hence
most jobs would be covered by the new requirements. Many employers typically
recruit for positions paying above $12,000 using executive search firms, rather
than through open advertisements. We expect employers to instruct their
headhunters to source for candidates on merit, including Singaporean
candidates. If complaints are received that a firm may have nationality-based
unfair hiring practices, they may be subjected to additional scrutiny and have their
work pass privileges curtailed.

12. I am a Singaporean and was not successful in getting the job that I applied for.
The firm hired an EP holder instead. Can I lodge a complaint with MOM?
•

Employers take into account a range of factors in deciding on a suitable person to
recruit. These factors can include the person’s qualifications, experience,
interpersonal skills, and other qualities that are related to the demands of the job.
MOM does not review the merits of a firm’s hiring decision, as the firm is best
placed to decide on which candidate can do the job. What is important is that the
hiring process is fair and that Singaporeans are considered fairly based on merit.

•

Feedback can be made to MOM at 6438-5122 or through our online feedback
form (http://www.mom.gov.sg/feedback).

13. Why do the requirements apply only to firms applying for EP holders, and not to
other categories of foreign workers?
•

We have not made this compulsory for firms submitting applications for S passes
or Work Permits, because there are other tools, such as levies and dependency
ratio ceilings that spur firms to search for suitable Singaporeans before applying
for an S pass or Work Permit. Nonetheless, we will monitor the hiring of S pass
and Work Permit holders closely, and consider extending the advertisement
requirement to those jobs in future if necessary.
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